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Foreword

The natural resources of the small island statee of the Pacific are the basis for their economic
development. Fisheries, agriculture, foreete and mining eectorg all depend on these reeources.
Pacific islanders also depend directly on theee resources, as they provide food, building
materials, medicines and drinking water for their own lives.

Sustainable development implies that these natural resources will be available for use by
future generations of Pacific ielanders. Current economic development and the government
policies that drive development do, however, heavily influences whether theee resources will
be available.

Ttre economic policies pursued by island governments are influenced by the information they
reeeive, and how they then use this information to develop consistent and appropriate policies
in keeping with their political ai-e.
The Rio Earth Summit in 1992, and the 1994 Small Ielande Conference in Barbadoe,
highlishted the commitment of emall developing stat€s to sustainable development, and to
adapting their economic policies achieve this. This report didcusses the fundamental iesues in
integrating environnental economice and euetainable development in this region, and how this
could inlluence national economic policies in the region.

It comes at a critical ti-me, as the region ig ggsLing innovative financing arrangements for
sustainable development - 6sgfuanisms that muet be baeed on sound eocio-economic criteria to
truly achieve sustainable development.

The report discusses syatems of natural resource accounting and environmental economics
that are now being trialled and embraced around the world. This etudy recognises their value,
but suggests that Pacific island goverrrments ehould be careful in developing and using them
for their own needs.

I

r-lv*,t--,tl\J ---
ViliA- Fuauaa

Director
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1. Introduction

The environmental needs of small island
developing countries were given special
attention at the United Nations Conference on'
Environment and Development ([INCED) held
in Rio de Janeiro in June 1992 ae was the need
to determine "how the new global fra-ework
for sustainable development can be put into
action in island countriee" (Miles, 1993, p. 34).
The environment is a vital resource for all
island developing states. Its special
significance for the South Pacific ielande was
recently underlined by Vila A. Fuavao, Director
of the South Pacific Resional Environment
Programme (SPBEP). He pointed out:

"The reginn is characterised by a high dcgree
of ecosystem, and, specizs diversitl, an
ertraordinary leuel of endcmicity, a high
degree of economic and, cultural d,ependnnee
ott, the natural enuironment, uulnerability n
o widc ronge of naturol disutcrs, a diuersity
of cultures ond l.angua.ges, and trad.itinnal
practices and, customs which are central to
the close and, specinl reloti.onship of Pacific
people with their enuironment" (Fuavao,
1993, p. 22).

In order to sustnin their livelihoods and in moet
sssss 6aintain their cultures, island people
need to take special care of their environment.
With growing levels of population and economic
activity, thie ie becoming more difFcult and
requires greater effort than in the past. It ie
therefore appropriate to inquire about whether
and how natural resouroe accounting (NRA)
and environ'nental economics can help in this
task.

NRA and other forms of environmental
accounting are intended to address some of the
limitations of traditional systems of national
accounts. Theee accounts can trsnspf;
misleading signale ae far ae economic welfare
and the stet€ of the environrnent are concerned-

For example, GDP may rise but do eo
unsustainably because stocks of natural
resources are being ireversibly depleted- In
this case, the economy is in effect opera"ng on
borrowed time. Or GDP may rise becawe
pollution or environmental deterioration leads
to greater defensive expenditures e.g. more
expenditure on health, to offeet it. In both
cases, traditional national accounte transmit
6islss.ling information if they are used ae
indicatore of human weUare (Cf. Aeafu-Adjaye,
1993, pp. 4L-42).

fgghniques of environmental accounting and
economice have evolved in recent yeare to take
greater account of the sustainability of weUare
and to provide improved grridance for
environmental policy. Tbese may be of
prirticular interest to small island stetes'given
their heavy dependence on the natural
environment. However, they have been moetly
developed in the context of the more developed
market-economies of macro-etates.

Given that the subeietence sector is etlll very
significant in moet emall island developing
states (SIDS) and that many efill have
inportant village social structures, it ie likely
that these techniques gannst be applied to the
igland statee without eome modification and
qualiEcation. Also SIDS often have to grapple
with diseconomiee in the collection of
information, including environmental
i-nformation, as well ae a shortage of epecialiets,
e.9., environmental specialiets and etatisticians.
Therefore, special attention neede to be given to
these igsues ae far as SIDS are concerned-

L€t ua consider natural reaouroe and
environm.en+el accounting generally and then
discuse the ecope for applying and using it in
SIDS and eubsequently complete a eimilar
exersrse for environmental economics. Because
both fields of study are very extensive, this
paper can only provide a eketch of the most
important issuee.



2. Limitations of Standard Systems of National
Accounts and the Need for Environmental Accounts
and Statistics

As mentioned earlier, gtandard systems of
national accounte euch as the United Natione
System of National Accounts (SNA), are
inadequate ae indicators of human welfare or
sustainable development. Thig ie not surprising
because they were not designed with this
pur?ose in mind. It is alwaye useful to eee

economic concepts and techniques in their
historicsl context.

National income and expenditure acr:ounts
arose originaily to asgiet governments in
market economiee in achieving full employment
and achieving a desired degree of
macroeconomic etabilisation. They are a direct
outcome of the economic analysis of Iord
Keynes (1936) which links the level of
aggregate employment and activity in a nation
in the short run to the level of national
expenditure (fiedell, 1990, Ch.2). The uses of
theee accounts were eubeequently extended to
growth theory and policy formulation and for
the analysie of deflationary and of inflationary
gaps. These accounts were never regarded as

Srving an accurate measures of human welfare
but many people have come to rely on GDP and
related national income aggregates particularly
exyrressed in per capita values, ae indicators of
levels of weUare.

Interest in euetainable development and the
state of the environment hae brought home the
dangere of doing this. For example, the level
attained by GDP at any given time may be
associated with
o the running down of standing etocks of

natural resources euch as timber,
elirnination of fish stocks, mineral
extraction; or,

. an increase in defensive expenditures to
counteract environmental degradation.
However, this rise may mask a reduction in
the eustainability of economic welfare (the
likely eituation in circunstance 1 above) and
a reduction in current welfare (the possible
eituation in circumetance 2 above).

At this stage, there are probably two questione
worth considering for SIDS:

r Is SNA likely to be less relevant to them
than to most other economies and more
deficient as an ind.icator of welfare or
eustainable welfare?

o Does it follow that NRA or other forms of
environmental accounting will be
particularly ueeful for SIDS, especially some
of the forme of it that are now being
developed such as the System of Integrated
Envirottrnental Econotttic Accounting
(SEEA) of United Natione Statistical Office
(rNso).

On the first question, the SNA would appear to
be less ueefrrl to SIDS for policy purposee and
as an indicator of human weUare and its
sustainability than for more developed market
economiee. Reasons include :

the SNA recorde only exchanges in the
market eystem and government outlaye. It
ignoree the subeistence eector or if it is
integrated into theee accounte, the data used
are frequently highly deficient. Thie ie a
major problem becauee the contribution of
the subeistence sector to GDP in SIDS is
generally quite large, accounting for a third
or more of the output of agriculture, foreetry
and frshing (Davis, 1993a). Thie eector ie
also ueually the major sector for employment
in Pacific SIDS @avis, 1993a).

A large segment of these economies, the
most important segpent culturally - the
subsietence sector, ie outeide the
markeUmonetary sector of the economy,
even though it is not completely isolated
from it. Thus SNA can only provide a
partial snapshot of the economy and so SNA
ie less valuable ae a guide for macroeconomic
policies than in larger market economies.



The Pacific islands region has been criticised
(e.9., by the World Bank 1991; Asian
Development Bank 1990, 1992) for not
putting more emphasis on macroeconomic
analysis and management. However, in part
the lack of emphasis of the region on
macroeconomic analysis and management
may reflect the limited usefirlness of
traditional policy approaches based SNA in
the region.

Some of the smallest states because of lack
of resources find it difficult or impossible to
compile national accounts on a regular basis.

SIDS show a large 'direct'dependence on use of
natural resource stocks such as in agriculture,
fisheries and forestry, to generate their income,
including income from exports, than do high-
income market economies. Their primary
sector accounts for a high proportion of GDP
(typically around one-third) and accounts for
the majority of their exports. It accounts for a
much higher proportion of employment
(particularly if the subsistence sector is
included) than its relative contribution to GDP.
0n most Pacific island countries, those
dependent in some significant degree on the
subsistence sector for their livelihood comprise
around 60-70 per cent of the total population.)

If foreign aid and remittances were to be
excluded as a source of income and
employment, the relative importance of natural
resource-based industries would loom verv
large indeed in most SIDS.

Thus the substantial importance of the natural
resource-base for the economies of SIDS is
easily established from the above (see also
McKee and Tisdell, 1990). This resource base
is, in add.ition, extremely important to those
island economies which have developed natural
resource-based tourism.

Many emall island economies rely heavily on
their natural resources for direct household use,
e.g., water for the household and firewood; and
eupplies of these are generally &agile or
precarious on some islands. For example,
underground water supplies face riske of
contamination from sewage and rubbish
disposal or from intrusion of saltwater due to
exceesive drawing off of freshwater on ielands
dependent on water lenses.

Pollution, e.g., water pollution, poses serious
health risks when people are so heavily
dependent on local produce. For example, if a
marine lagoon or a major river, e.g., the Fly
River in PNG or the Rewa River in Fiji is
polluted, thoee with villages on its banks may
be at great risk healthwise or may euffer as a
result of reduced productivity of the natural
system. The health risk is great since
subsistence-people typically draw much of their
food from their immediate locality.

Reduced natural productivity as a result of
pollution could add to the cost of villagers
making a living or could result in malnutrition
or food shortages. This can threaten the
sustainability of the village community.

In general, villagers have a sense of kinehip
with their locality and unlike in Western
market economies, they tend to be less mobile
within the economy. Thus sustainability is of
special importance to people in developing
countriee (Tisdell, 1990, p. 13).

Thus from many perspectives, particular
account needs to be taken of the environment in
SIDS. On this, there is likely to be little
disagreement. The best way of doing it is
however, likely to be more controversial. For
example, is some type of macroeconomic
natural resource accounting best? Of the
various environmental accounting syetems
which exist which ones or one is likelv to be
best?



3. Different Approaches to Natural Resource and
Envi ronmental Accounti ng

No neat classification of approachee to
environm-ental and resource accounting is
available although several writers have
provided some classification @eskin, 1991).
There is certainly room for improvement on the
taxonomy of approaches. One possibility might
be classify them according to whether thiry use
(1) monetary valuation or not (2) the degree of
aggregation which they involve and (3) the
comprehensiveness of their coverage.

Thus we may have:

1) Value based systems;

2) Physical (non-monetised) indicators; and,

3) Systems with value and physical
indicators.

Environmental accounte may be highly
aggregated as in the case of most national
accounts or desegregated e.g.', by sectors or by
major industries. They may cover the whole
economy or environment or only a part of it. In
principle, there is a wide choice of approaches.
The literature has, up till now, concentrated on
just a few of the possibilities.

Three major possibilities were identilied:

1) Proposals to adjust estimates of GDP or Net
National Product (NNP) to reflect welfare or
sustainable welfare more accurately taking
particular account of environmental
considerations.

2) Physical resource and envifonmental
accounting systems such ae those used in
Norway.

3) Systems involving both valuation on
physical entities such as that propoeed by
Peskin (1991), and that suggested by UNSO
System of Integrated Environmental-
Economic Accounting.

Each of theee approaches is considered in this
eection.

3.1 Adjustments to national income
aggregates for changes in
environmenta l/natural resou rce
conditions

To reflect changing environmental conditions
and variations in natural resource stocks, one
proposal is to make adjustments to national
income aggregates such as GDP and NNP. By
making appropriate adjustments, it is believed
that the resulting money value will provide a
better indicator of human welfare and its
sustainability.

Two types of adjustment have been proposed to
allow for environmental change:

1) Deduction of expenditure on protecting
against adverse environmental change or
defensive environmental expenditure ; and,

2) Deduction of a sum to allow for the using up
of natural resource stocks, namely a sum of
money to allow for the net depreciation or
depletion of these stocks.

However, calculating the appro prlate deduction
is not always straightforward.

Consider defensive environmental expenditure.
Total expenditure on environmental improve-
ment or maintenance needs to be determined
and the proportion of this considered to be
defensive must be estimated.

This is not always straightforward. For
example, while air con&itioning involves a local
environmental change only a small portion of
this expenditure may be defensive, €.g., a
defenee against outside air pollution or
temperature increase in urban setting.
Deducting expenditures for such items as the
cost of sewage treatment are also problematic.
What one really needs to consider is the net
benefit of such treatment as compared to non-
treatment.

In addition, some non-defensive environmental
costs should be considered for deduction. These
include lost earnings resulting from greater
morbidity due to greater pollution, lost earnings
and leisure-time due to greater traffic
congestion, reduced amenity values due to
environmental deterioration.



Regarding natural resource depletion, in
relation to SNA, it is generdly argued that
National Domestic Product (NDP) is a better
indicator of welfare than GDP. NDP equals
GDP lees an allowance for the depreciation of
man-made capital. However, no similar
allowance ie made for the depreciation or
depletion of natural resource stocks, that ie
capital-like assets provided by nature. Income
earned from the depletion of euch assets,
however, is included in GDP.

It has been argued that thie asymmetric
treatment of man-made capital and natural
resource stocks in the exieting national
accounts should be removed. T\po di-fferent
methods of depreciating natural capital have
been proposed. These are:

o the 'user'cost' method suggested by El
Serafr (1989); and,

r the 'net price' approach recommended by
Repetto and others (1989).

Details of these methode are given in
Bartelmus et dl., (1993) and will not be
repeated here. However, Bome observatione are
in order.

Both methods are designed for application to
those natural resources which produce
commercial products such as mineral resourceg
and forest harvested for saleable timber. They
make use of a neoclaesical economics frane-
work for estimation pu4)oses and aseume the
existence of perfectly competitive industry and
perfect capital markets. In fact numeroua
assumptions are required in practice to make
these depreciation estimat€s @artelmus et al.,
1993, p. 127) so their reliabitity in practice ie
open to uncertaint5r.

While there can be little doubt that GDP and
NDP are not suitable measures of economic
welfare, one can also queetion whether
deductions for defensive environmental coetg
and depreciation of natural reeource etocks are
adequate. GDP does not for example include
values for free seryices provided by the
environment, work provided riithout payment
in the home or leiswe-time. In effect, thig
suggests that mouetisation needs to be
extended to reflect the value of goode and
services available to a community.

At the eame tine, some reformere have
suggested rhet additional deductions from.GDP
or NDP are needed beyond thoee for
environmental costs to get a better measure of
welfare. For example, since some writere
believe that moet expenditure on advertieing or
product promotion is wasteful, thie erpenditure
ought to be deducted. The same is often argued
about defense expenditure. The view is that at
leaet it ehould be regarded as a cost not as a net
benefrt to society- Some writers even believe
that a large part ofexpenditure on educatiou is
defensive and suggested deductione on that
account @aly and Cobb, 1989).

These observatione underline the problems
inherent in adjusting SNA to give a more
accurate measure of aggregats welfare.
Certainly the philosophical basis for euch
welfare adjuetments needs a lot more
coneideration before it would be advisable to
make such adjustments routinely (Cf. Young,
1992, p. 125). The question should also be
raised of whether it is sensible to tamper with a
set of accounts which were basically set up for
short-term demand and employment manage-
ment in market economies to make it perform a
taek or a purpose for which it was never
designed or intended. If measuring welfare or
sustainability is the prime task, then new sets
of accounts may be needed and may need to be
designed from the ground up.

In measudng 'aggregate' welfare, a number of
quality of life indicators and indices have been
developed @oessel and Gounder, 1991). Theee
include indicators such ag GDP or NDP per
capita, expected length of life, access to
education, varioue environmental indicatore
and so on. There may be argument about what
variables ehould be included in the quality of
life index and how much weight should be
placed upon each if it is intended to derive a
eingle index value, for example for the purpoee
of comparisone between countries.

Since the collection of etatistics and the keeping
of accounts for any purpose is coetly, it ie
necessary to be clear about the purpoee of theee
before embarlring on the exercise, and to aseesg
whether for procedure to be followed the
benefits will exceed the costs. As discussed
before, some type of benefit-coet analysie is
required. However, before this can begin, the
pur?ose of the accounting must be clearly
articulatcd. Thie does not eeem to be the case
at present with natural resource accounting,
particularly, those methode that rely on
adjustment to SNA aggtegatee.



3.2 Physical resource accounting

Physical (real) changes in natural resources
and the environment underlie monetary
accounts designed to reflect these changes.
Given the difficulties of assigning accurate
monetary values to such changes, some syetems
of natural resource accounting concentrate only
on the real or physical changes using 'satellite'
accounts. This approach has been adopted in
France and Norway, but also prominent in
current efforts by Australia to establish NRA in
the longer term (see Box 1).

Ideally, these separate or 'satellite' accounts to
SNA would describe flows of resources,
materials (including pollutants), and energy
that underlie any economic system, so that the
physical counterpart to the economic circular
flow is fully described and measured.

As Peskin (1991, p. 180), points out: "The
accounts show an initial stock (or 'opening
balance') of a resource, its diminufisn through
use and degradation, its augmentation through
discovery or, in the case ofrenewable resources,
through natural growth, and, finally, the total
stock at the end of the accounting period (or

'dosing balance').

Thue, in principle, such accounts show
depletion of natural resources and also
traneformation into goods and materialg, eome

of which may find their way back to the
environment in the form of pollutants. The
material or energy accounts can be linked to the
conventional economic accounts through the
use of ratios (or input-output coefficients) that
express units of energil/ or material use per unit
of production or salee." However, no countr5r
hae epecifred all these relationships fully.

Even il a comprehensive set of physical
accounts is not completed, it can be useful to do

accounts for natural resources and
environnental conditions of special economic or
social interest to a country. SIDS, as diecuesed
below, might consider such a selective
approach, e.g., prepare accounts for only a
timited number of vital natural resources such
ae freshwater, forests, fishery stocke, wildlife
stocks, agricultural land, water quality.

In carrying out the above exercise consideration
can easily be given to putting these statistics
into the UNSO Framework for the
Development of Environ m ent Statistics (FDES).
This framework provides a comprehensive
coverage of environmental characteristics. The
basic framework is shown in Table 1, and the
categories are further subdivicled by UNSO to
provide gteater guidance (United Nations 1984,
1991).

Box 1:

NRA in Australia

The Australianr, Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
has been, inuolued ht enuironntetr'tal ur,d
reEource accoutttittg since arouttd 1990.

This moue represents Australia's
commitrnent to the implernentatiorr, of the
reuised SNA syslern and a recognitiort of the
importonce of enuirorunetr,tal and n'atural
resource aspects irt national accoutttirtg
systems. The ABS aims to construct a full
system of sotellite oecoutLts - itt' line with
SNA procedures - ond plan s to carry this out
in the ncrt 3-4 years.

In the meontime, work is proceedhry to
strengthen the basic data an'd infortnatiort'
base necessory for the compilatiort of satellite
accounts. Such work presently inuolues
three main lines of actiuity entailing the
construction of:

(o) natinrwl bolonce sheets, in ualue terms,
of fitwncial and, rcn-financial resources

ft) physi,col ucounting inuoluing both
stocks ond, flows

(c) environmentol indica,tors relathtg to a
ronge of key environmentol aspects
(tnrluding enuironmental quality, pollution,
ond, cost of enuironmentol protectiort)

Work on the quantifirotinn of forests, sub-soil
usets ond,liuestock, as part of the notiorwl
balanne sheet, is quite ad,uonred, on'd, will
soon be publi"shed. the ABS has olso
compiled physicol accounts in the ene,rgy
seetnr, Iorgely as a prototype study, and. will
progressiuely ertend into other natural
resource sectors. Regard,ing enuiron mental
ind,icators, progress is being rnade both to
ertend couerage and, to irnproue the quality of
these ind,icators.

The ABS's efforts to implernent NRAhaue
inuarinbly encountered, a nurnber of
difficulties. A major one is the sheer
magnitude of the task, especially in, the
collection of bosic data. Further difficulties
relate to dfficulties of ualuing assets an'd
ouer the lack of clear knowledge about the
physical enuironrnent and its interactiotr'
with economi.c forces.

the
their



Table I.: Format of the framework for the deuelopnent of enuironment statistics.

Source: United Nations (1991) Concepts and Methods of Environment Statistics: Statistics of the Natural
Environment ST/EStrVSTAT/SER F/5?. New York. p. 138.

Components of
the environment

Information categories

Socialand
economic activities,
natural events

Environmental
impacts of
activities. events

Responses to
environmental
impacts

Stocks, inventories
and background
conditions

Flora

Fauna

Atmosphere

Water

(a) Freshwater

(b) Marine water

Land/Soil

(a) Surface

(b) Sub-surface

Human
settlements

3.3 Integrated natural
resou rce/econom ic accou nts

The most comprehensive form of natural
resource/environmental accounting ie that
which specifies physical characteristics, places
valuations on these and links them to SNA.
The United Nations Statistical Division has
prepared a framework for such integration and,
in the South Pacific context, a case study was
completed in Papua New Guinea to pilot its
application @artelmus et oI., 1993).

The process involves linking FDES data bases
to NRA which in turn is linked to SNA. The
basic framework is indicated in Figure 1

(United Nations, 1991, p. 137).

To complete such a fully integrated set of
accounts is a large task. The case study of
Bartelmus et al., (799$ shows that considerable
progress can be made in doing thie.
Nevertheless, they could not be entirely
satisfied with the accuracy of their estimatee
because they lacked accurate physical data on
stocks of several types of natural reeources and
on defensive environmental expenditures. As
they pointed out:

"the lack of data on enuironmental
expenditures is one of the weok points of
PNG's en uironsnen tal dnta bosis. Sinr.ilarly,
the lack of physical resource a.ccounts, with
the notable exceptinn of mineral resources,
made it difficult to estimate scarcitics in
other renewable and non-renewable
resorlrces" @artelmus et aI., L993, p. 126).



NRA

SNA and
environmental
accounting

Extraction

'Expenditurc

Nct addition

to stodrs

Regource aesets

(gain / loss)

Fig. 1: Dan linhryes between FDES, NBAandrhe SNr4"

Source:United Natioas (1991) Coucepts and Methods of Environnent Statistics: Statistics of the Natural
Envimnment ST/ESA/STAT/SER F/67, New YorL, p. 188.

They were also concerned about the aseunpt-
ions and simplificatione which they had to
make to get results. For example, both metlrods
of depreciating natural resouroe etocke (user
coets and net price) were considered to be
theoretical sinplifications. Ttrere are slso wider
conceptual problene (eome of which have been
rained above) to be solved about the value of
'environmentally'modified SNAs aa a meaeure
of welfare and as a guide to policy formulation
and implementation.

I{hile there is scope for improved environ-
mental accounts and statietice, the clesirable
extent and nature of these improvements will
vary fron country to country. M*y, particul-
arly SIDS, will not find it worthwhile to set up
macro-type integrated environmental and
economic accounte. At least, they should defer
doing eo until more reeearch is done along the
lines euggested by Bartelmus et al., (1993, p.
l2O who point out:

"Considcrably tnore reseorch is required
regord,ing the octual uae of modificd,
ocaunts and accounting ind,icators in
tnocroecotwmic and, sectaral planning and
policics".

The above approaches dominate current efforts
to account for the environmental and natural
resource factors in GDP. However, another
poeeibly ueeful methodolory for measuring the
contribution of major resource eectors to GDP
hae been advanced, and is of some intereet.
This methodology has been developed under the
auspices of UNEP, and has been applied
experimentally to the GDPo of Tanzania and
Zambia in an attempt to measure the
contribution of the ocean sector to total GDP
(UNEP n.d.). In prinerple the suggested
approach can be applied to any major resource
e€ctor.



This methodology involves the allocation of the This innovative approach may have
portion of GDP - arranged by major industry or coneiderable interest for SIDS with their
businees establishment - that originatee from usually extensive coastal and narine areas.
the ocean/coastal eector. The relevant ocean However, its application may be restricted
products are those that either utiliee nn ocean where there ie a lack of detailed nationsl
resource in a productive proc,ess (i.e. on the incpme data needed to dietingrdsh sources of
Eupply side) or exist because the demand for the value added. There may also be a lack of eldtle
final output is due to some attribute of the needed to identi& and aseese the contribution
o@an (demand side). Among the major ocean of particular groups of ocean resources to GDP.
resources contributing to GDP are fisheries,
marine mining and coastal tourism.

The approach is based on an analysie of GDP,
by industrial componente, to detemine value
added ftom ocean resourees, and results iD a
two-eector economy, nernely ocean and nou-
ocean sectors.



4. Natural Resource / Environmental Accounting in SIDS

Given the current stage of development of
inte grated environmental-economic accounting
SIDS need to be cautious in applying it because
of the coets involved in the preparation of these
accounts, problems with their accuracy, limits
to their application for policy purposes and
philosophical issues (such as their value ae

indicators of welfare) which yet have to be

resolved.

However, this is not to say that SIDS should
neglect environmental / natural resource data
collection. In fact, it is important that they give
greater attention to this from a policy and
sustainability point of view. See Box 2 for an
update on the application of NRA and GDP
compilation among the SIDS of the South
Pacific.

The purpose for which environmentaUnatural
resource data are being collected should be

specified and any system or framework for thie
collection should be assessed in terms of this
purpose. As for nlacro integrated environ-
mental-economic accounts and macro natural
resource accounts, their purpose is not well
specified at present, and it ie not clear that such
accounts will result in timely policy decisions.
Data may be gathered well after the event and
be too aggregated to pin-point areae requiring
potcy intervention. In particular they may be
of limited value for anticipatory policy - policy
designed to avoid an unwanted situation
developing.

Given the costs and benefits involved SIDS may
at this time find it more worthwhile to
concentrate on systems of partial environment-
al-economic data gathering and accounting such
as FDES. It is clear from the Papua New
Guinea study by Bartelmus et al. (1993) that
significant gaps exist in basic knowledge in
many less developed countries about natural
resource stocks and variations in them as well
ae other items specified in FDES. It may be
wiee for SIDS to concentrate on filling the main
gaps in their FDES before going on to specify
natural reaource accounts in monetary terms.
It may even be difficult for SIDS to complete
FDES comprehensively.

Box 2:

Nationol income accounting and. NRA
anang Pocific Islond Countries

Very few Pacific islond, cowdries (PICI)
presently compile national income regularly.
They include the Cook Islands, Fiji, Kiribati,
Papua New Guinea and Tonga. Except for
Kiribati, which has its awn national income
specialist, these countries rely heauily ott
outside experts, notably from Australia and
New Zealand.

No PIC has successfully applied, NRA, aI-
though Papua New Guinea wcts the subject of
a cose study in applying NRA by the World
Bonk and the UN Statistical Diuision. It
rnay be noted howeuer, that Fiji (and 5 Asinn
countries) has receiued ADB support to apply
NRA experimentally.

It also appears that rw PIC has been able to
sy stematically deuelop en uiron mental
indicators. Howeuer, in almost all cases,

considerable data and information on
selected aspects of tlrc enuironnent and
rwtural resources haue been collected and
published. These include data on lond use;

forestry resources; inshore fish catches; and
water and, coastal pollution.

There is a growing recognitiort among PICs
of the need to deuelop meaningful enuiron'
mental and natural resource indicators as a
basis for sound decision-making. Of fifierest
is an upcoming (September 1994) rneeting of
regional statisticians which, anong other
things, will discuss the need for enuiron-
mental indicators and effectiue ways for
setting them up no,tionolly. The organiser,
the South. Pacific Commission, has asked
SPREP to identify enuironrnental indicators
deseruing priority. The neeting will also
discuss training requirements for
establishing hey enuiron mental indicator s.

It is therefore cleor that PICs haue a long
way to go in establishing adequote dntabases
in relation to natural resources ond the
enuironment, not to menti.on NRzl systerns
and related aggregates. In these field,s, these
coutttrics will nned continuirtg externol
assistance - fronr, regional and, international
agencies - especially for technical assistance,
training and in stitution al strengthen in g.
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There is. therefore. a need for sectors and areas
to be identified which should be given priority.
Priority areas could differ significantly between
countries. For example, the forest sector (or the
commercial forest sector) may be of little or no
importance to small coral islands such ag
Tuvalu and Iiiribati, but very important to
larger countries including Papua New Guinea,
Solomon Islands and Fiji. However, one would
expect the fisheries or marine sector will be of
great importance to all SIDS.

A speciai effort should be rnade to target the
subsistence sector given its culturai and
economic importance throughout the South
Pacific islands. Its sustainability can be
undermined b1' environmental and natural
resource clepletion or deterioration. In many
SIDS the bulk of the population is still
eurployed in subsistence activities. It can be
argued that this sector provides long-term
social and economic security for many island
states (Tisdell and Fairbairn, 1984). While
many SIDS benefit considerably from foreign
aid and remittances (Bertram, 1986) this so call
rent-income may not be secure in the long term.
There can also be considerable insecurity in
commercial exports not to mention the'long-
term lack of suslainability of mining.

To obtain adequate data sets on natural
resource/environmental conditions in the
subsistence sector may in itself be a substantial
exercise. For poliry purposes, it may also be
desirable to specify the data spatially e.8., h
very small states, by villages. Attention should
be given to local community involvement in
such data collection.

A number of environmentaUnatural resource
problems have to be addressed at the village or
local comrnunity level. In many Pacific islands,
effective traditional institutions of local
government exrst. However, if these
institutions are to work well, local communities
must be provided with appropriate information
e.g., on their changing environment and its
consequences. In this regard a partnership is
necessary between local communities and those
outside the community who possess special
skills for environmentaVnatural regource
assessment.

The value of information gathering must also
be related to the presence of institutions for
taking advantage of the information gathered.
Data needs to be gathered with existing
institutions in mind On occasions also
consideration might be given to changing or
adding to institutions to make greater use of
data being gathered. Environmental
accounting and statistical data collection should
not exist in a social vacuum. Social and
political institutions and property rights have
important implications for sustainable
resource-use and this shouid always be kept in
mind.

Some SIDS do have substantial commercial
sectors and a disaggregated approach to
collection of environmentaUnatural resource
data should cover the most important of these
sectors. Consideration should be given to
devising criteria for the selection of those
sectors to be given particulal attention. The
central government or public sector plays a
major role in most SIDS and it would seem
desirable that this sector be included in most
practical assessments of environmentaVnatural
resource conditions and changes-

While developments in integrated environ-
mental and economic resource accounting and
natural resource accounting do highlight
important issues, it seems wise for SIDS at this
time to concentrate on les-q ambitious types of a
gathering and processing and to take a more'
disaggregated approach. The process should be
linked to the structure of their economies and
reflect their institutions, particularly their local
institutions. As a result the information is
Iikely to be more valuable and to obtain greater
application. Thus new environmental data
frameworks should be developed for SIDS and
should allow for diversity of socio-economic
structures and natural resource conditions
encountered between SIDS.
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5. Applicability of Environmental Economics to Small
lsland Developing States

Environmental economics has developed as a
readily identifiable body of thought in recent
years. The first text books on this subject were
produced in the United States in the 1970s.
Frequently, the coverage of such texts includes
environmental and natural resource economics
e.g. Tietenberg (1992) since these subjects can
overlap to a considerable extent.

Environmental economics can involve both
microeconomic and macroeconomic models. As
the subject has developed, microeconomic
modelling is, as a rule, heavily dependent on
neoclassical economic theory and market-
failure variations to it. The techniques of
analysis and policy prescriptions are usually of
greatest relevance to large market economies.
Ttris is not surprising since it is within such
economies that the bulk of this analysis has
been developed.

Environmental economic models involving
macro-variables are frequently closely related
to theories of economic growth and development
or use aggregate analysis to model the whole
economy such as input-output analysis with a
waste-disposal and absorption sectors added.
The former is generally concerned with the
evolution of economic systems and the latter
with the modelling of such systems in a more
complete fashion than in the past, e.g. by
extending models of general equilibrium
economic as for example is done by Kneese et
ol., (r9?0) and Isard (1979).

Environmental economics has been developed
mainly with large market economies in mind
and implicitly assuming the presence of
Western institutions and types of socio-
economic behaviour. To some extent it is
culture-specific and.1fois limits its application to
many SIDS (Cf. Tisdell, 1993a). However, this
does not mean that there is no scope for
applying environmental economic analysis to
SIDS.

One must be selective however, in its
application and alter it as required to take
account of local institutions and conditions. For
example, in most SIDS environmental
economics needs to take account of the role of
local subsistence communities and the
particular types of property rights which exist
at the village-level. Privatisation of resources
at this level is, for instance, not normally a
socially acceptable possibility.

There are a number of environmental economic
concepts which are relevant to SIDS and which
would benefit from some discussion. These
include economic concepts of environmental
externalities or spillovers, the role of property
rights in the protection of the environment,
sustainabilitSr of resource use and problems of
knowledge and the use of the environment. Let
us consider these aspects.

5.1 Environmental Externalities

A large portion of environmental economies is
concerned with the exploration of
environmental externalities - why they occur,
whether they are significant and how can they
be corrected, partieularly in the context of
market systems. Environmental externalities
(or spillovers) occur when one party or set of
parties obtains benefits or is damaged by the
action ofanother party or set ofparties in using
resoulces, and the benefrciary does not pay the
originator of the benefit for it, or the victim is
not compensated by the originator for the
damage caused. Reciprocal exchange is not
present and so externalities are often said to be
one source of market failure.

However, in market systems, this failure occurs
because markets have not been extended
completely enough. Theoretically, universal
extension of perfect markets would eliminate
all extefnalities but there are sflsn limits to
which extension of markets (and associated
property rights) is economical and practical.

As is clear from the above, environmental
externalities may either be favourable or
unfavourable. In the former case, the gains to a
person or set of persons carrying out some
action are less than the benefit to the whole
society. Social benefits exceed private benefits.
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For example, a community re-afforesting a hilly
area, say in Fiji, may confer benefits on
villagers downstream because the severity and
frequency of flooding is reduced. Or a coastal
community setting aside a emall protec"ted
marine reserve for encouraging breeding of fish
may benefit other nearby coastal communitiee
to some extent by raising the stock of fish in the
general area.

In the case of unfavourable externalities,
private costs (or costs to a small group) are less
than social costs - costs to the wider community.
Becauee the former group does not pay the full
cost of using the environment, they are liable to
engage in socially inappropriate behaviour.

Examples of unfavourable externalities include
private companies releasing industrial
pollutants into streams and ths lsaking of
heavy metals and pollutants from tailing
dumps created by mining companies so
reducing fish populations and endangering
human health. To take another ssqmple,
commercial loggrng can result in adverse
externalities e.g. loss of corals due to increased
freshwater surges and greater sedirnent. Again
underground water supplies may become
polluted due to spillage of dangerous chemicals
or leaking of chemicals from private stockpiles
of raw materials. Many other examples could
be quoted.

It should be clear from the above that the
environmental externalities will be of consider-
able concern to village communitiee. They can
both be affected by them and give rise to them.
Furthermore, they may occur in the village
itseU, e.g., due to the action of a particular
family. However, within the village they must
normally be corrected by communal action since
there is limited scope for the operation of
markets or market-related mechanisne within
many villages.

A variety of methods have been suggested for
correcting adverse externalities. theee include
taxes, tradeable environmental-uee rights,
regulation and improved assignment of
property rights. There is not room to explore
here the limits to the uee of such inntruments in
SIDS. A wider etudy examining thie aspect
would be worthwhile. Within the market sector
of SIDS scope for using most of theee
instruments may exist but the size of markets
may limit the application of tradeable
environmental-uee righte.

5.2 Property Rights and Market-
Making

Extension and clearer determination of private
property rights is often suggested by Western
environmental economiets as a meFns of
flsaling with externalities. However, there are
Iimits to the economics of this process and in
many SIDS in the Pacific eoeial custom restrictg
the crdation of such rights, e.g. in reef areas or
foreeted areas. Nevertheless, this doee not
mean that property rights issues are irrelevant.

Communal management of reeourcee can be
relatively efficient and can provide social
security at the village level. However, titles of
the local community need to be definite and
settled and there may be a need to improve
communal or village govern€rnoe of locat
resource management. Once the titles of local
communities become definite this should also
eetablieh a legal responsibility for the use of
these reeources. For example, a village may be
held to be liable for adverse enviro"-ental
spillovere on other villages caused by itg
activities and compensation or penalties may be
impoeed or if favourable externality is created
by the village be eligible for reward.
Furthermore, within the village greater
consideration should be given to the rights and
responsibilities of resource-users.

In many eases, village leaders would benefrt
from more accurate information about
environmental changes and risks in their local
area as well as its possible impacts on other
communities. Negotiated intercommunity
settlement of issuee of mutual concern, euch ae
inpacte of environmental spillovere, should be
encouraged.

While there may be significant eocial limits to
narket-malring in many SIDS, there ie scope to
explore application of tradeable permits for
environmental use to a greater extent there
hitherto. Furthermore, account muet be taken
of the fact that foreign inveetors will ae a rule
require secure titles in order to undertake
direct investment.

An inportant issue for nearly all SIDS is the
management of their exclueive fishing zone.
The inehore or near coastal strip is generally
intensively utilieed by local people whereas, ag
a rule, the remaining area is utilieed by dietant
water fishing nations.
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Before UMCLOS (the UN Intentational
Conuention, on the Law of the Sea) there was
open-access to fishing-resources beyond the
inshore area. How best to manage the inshore
and offshore fisheries sustainably and for
maximum economic benefit is a major issue
facing most SIDS. This is made more diffrcult
because many fish species, particularly in
offshore areas, are fugitive resources. Thus co-
operation in this management between
different communities, ieland and countries is
often called for to obtain the best result.

Especially in relation to their offshore fisheries
involving d.istant water fishing nations greater
use of market mechanisms may be possible in
allocating fishing rights. A considerable
amount of literature in environmentaUnatural
resource economic deals with this subject.

5.3 Mechanisms for Sustainability of
Resource-Users

Sustainability of resource-use has become a
major issue in the literature on environmental
economics and the discussion has ranged across
both microeconomic and macroeconomic issues.
Ttre microeconomic discussion is concerned with
matters such as: Do actual markets ensure
sustainability of resource-use? Would perfect
markets ensure such sustainability? To what
extent can and should market or actual
economic systems be modified to improve their
sustainability characteristics ?

On the macroeconomic side discussions have
been concerned with issues such as the
following: What does sustainability mean and
is it possible? How do macroeconomic policies
effect sustainability? Are population growth
and rising levels of per capita consumption a
problem for attaining economic sustainability or
sustainable development? Are they a problem
in principle? Will self-correcting mechanisms
come into play which will avert a major
problem? For example, will population growth
soon attain a stationary state due to 'natural'
developments?

Consider the microeconomic perspective. Many
environmental economists argue that private
property rights or well defined systems of
property rights are the key to sustainabi_lity.
Up to a point this is true and we have already
indicated the possible relevance of property
rights to SIDS and pointed out, however, that
social constraints prevent extensive reliance on
private property rights at the village level in
many SIDS.

Nevertheless, systems or rights and
mechanisms for resolving disputes about rights
do have important implications for eustain-
ability in SIDS and is worthy of deeper
investigation.

Some economists have argued that basically
sustainable economic development requires the
maintenance (sustainable use) of the
environmentaVnatural resource stock and only
in special circumstances can the depletion of
this stbck be justified. Clearly to maintain the
stock of non-renewable resources (e.g. minerals)
while mnking use of them is impossible but it is
possible to use renewable resources, such ae
freheries, sustainably. This view introduces a
cautionary note into the economic growth
debate.

It suggests that one should not deplete natural
resource or environmental stocks without being
relatively sure that sustainable benefits can be
achieved by making use of the gains obtained
from the depletion. One is warned that
investment in man-made physical capital is
unlikely to achieve sustainability because of the
impermanence of such capital but investment to
achieve extension of productive knowledge can
have permanent benefits.

This approach has led some economists to
suggest that project evaluation should include a
sustainability criterion or test (see Tisdelt,
1993b, Ch. 8). Pearce et al. (f989) have
recommended that social cost-benefit analyses
should be undertaken subject to a constraint
that the level of natural resource / environ-
mental capital be maintained. This view has
been used to support environmental offset
policies. A project, for example, which depletes
environmental capital at one location may be
allowed if it is compensated for by another
adding suitably to environmental capital else-
where. There is scope for exploring the possible
use of environmental offset policies in SIDS.

The concept of sustainabrlity is also sometimes
linked to the precautionary principle, This
principle indicates that in relation to
environmental use or depletion it may be wise
to err on the conservative eide given that
several types of resource depletion are
irreversible.

In practice, an important source of lack of
sustainability in relation to economic
production can be the presence of externalities
and the inappropriate use of shared resources
due to defects in the property rights system,
e.9., the presence of open access. In addition,
environmental goods with the characteristics of
pure public goods exist can be a source of
market failure and a lack of sustainabilitv.
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Even in case where private property rights can
be fully established and enforced doubts have
been expressed about the ability of actual
market systems to ensure desired levele of
economic sustainabiiity. It is often argued that
private discount rates (or the market rate of
interest) is too high to guide the use of capital
investment and use of natural resource stock.

Lower rates of interest tends to favour projects
with more sustainable compared to immed.iate
returns and may favour a greater level of
conservation of environmental resources
(Tisdell, 1991, Ch. 3). Supporters of this view
see the need for the government or community
to intervene to moderate private demande to
deplete environmental or natural resources. It
can be argued that at least a modilied form of
discounting of the future support sustainability
coneiderations (Kula, 1 992).

Environmental risks or hazards are aleo an
important issue. Companies engaging in
environmentally risky activities may be
required to deposit bonds against the riek. This
may induce them to take greater care and
improve sustainability prospects. Particularly
those SIDS where mining or other rieky
commercial activity is being undertaken may
find the growing economics literature on this
subject to be relevant.

At a macroeconomic level an important issue ie
how can a country which is not in a sustainable
development mode, get into this mode? The
Brundtland Report (WCED, 1,987) suggeets that
such a transition will be impossible in lees
developed countries unless poverty can be
eliminated. However, will it be possible to
eliminate poverty in all countriee without
jeopardising sustainability? If so, what is the
best way to approach the task?

These are questions of global importance to
which we do not have ready answers by they
are not irrelevant to SIDS. For example, will
the economic growth of China and India (say, to
reduce poverty) add significantly to carbon
dioxide and greenhouse gas emissions
hastening possible sea-Ievel rises and thereby
effect economic eustainability (Tiedell, 1994)?

As one' can see, the subject matter of
environmental economics ie broad. Clearly
much of environmental economic analysis can
be applied to small island developing etates
prouided care is taken to allow for the special
customs and inetitutions of such etates.
However, 'ofr-the hook' application is likely to
reeult in a serioue misfit. This suggeete that it
would be desirable to build up a set of suitably
modiEed environmental economic analyeis eo as
to make it more readily applicable to SIDS.
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6. Strengthening Environmental and Natural Resource
Accounting Capabilities among PlGs

As noted earlier, the proper integration of
environmental concerns in development
planning among SIDS is a vital requisite for
achieving suetainable development.

Similarty, it was pointed out that among SIDS
in the South Pacific, the capacity to carry out
this task is very limited. Indeed, the capacity to
construct national income accountg on a regular
baeis, not to mention basic environmental
indicators, remains very much at the
elementary stage. A vital challenge is to
remedy theee defects and to take the necessary
steps towards preparing the etatistical baeig
required to produce meaningful indicators and,
in the case of the larger PICs, to possibly
eventually venture into NRA.

For PICs, the most promising approach - at
least during the initial stages - would appear to
be to examine the present situation with
particular reference to the availability of
information on particular aspects of the
environment and natural regources, with a view
to establishing meaningful ind.icators on a
systematic baeie.

An additional
capabilities for

is to strengthen local
regular compilation of

national income accounts and undertake in-
depth studies of key areas of the phyeical
environment and how they interact with
economic, demographic and social factore.
These steps are vital in laying the basic
groundwork for the possible future application
of NR,A or variants thereof.

For most PICs, the adoption of fully integrated
environmental economic accounting does not
appear to be warranted. The costs of doing so
in relation to the benefits are likely to be too
high and most PICs would find it difficult
enough to complete SNA at present because of
lack of qualified staff. It is, furthermore, not
yet clear how well these accounts can be used in
development planning.

Adjustments to national income aggregates
euch as GDP and NNP may be poseible in some
SIDS to allow for environmental / natural
resource changes but are likely to be rough-
and-ready and of little practical value. The best
that might be expected from them is to sound a
note of warning about fa[ing natural resource
stocks and deteriorating environnental

condition.

It might be noted that thie view also accorde
with that of the Australian Bureau of Statistice.
According to Paul McCarthy (1.993, p.7), who
provides a useful overview of'green' accounting
and the problems involved with it, the Bureau
has questioned the priority that should be given
at this time to investigating a 'green GDP' given
the amount of statistical development required
(relative to other environmental indicators).
The view that further development of physical
indicators is required before values can be
placed on environmental factors is shared by
national accountants and environmental
statisticians in most countries'.

Adequate support from regional and inter-
national agencies will most certainly be needed
if PICs are to succeed in strengthening their
capacities to properly integrate environmental
factors in development planning and decision-
naking. Financial and technical assistance is
needed to augment efforts at the national level,
including those related to institutional
etrengthening and the building up of slrills and
the preparation of appropriate etrategies and
policiee.

Regional organisations, notably SPREP and
SPC, have a vital role to play, especially in
providing advisory inputs, training facilities,
technieal assistance, and presenting regional
positions on the environment at international
fora. International organisations also have an
crucial role to play in providing financial
assistance - both to national and regional
partiee - and in supporting training, regional
conferences, scientific studies of the
environment, and natural regources.

Specific areas of need which deserve to be
addreesed if PICs are to succeed in achieving a
better integration of environmental / natural
resource and economic development are listed
below. These areas should be considered as
having priority in the development of a
proposal - or eet of proposals - to external
organisations seeking assietance for PICo.

task
the
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They involve measures of assistance deeigned
to:

Eualuate existirt g in forrnation on the
enuironmettt and stochs of natural
resources and submit proposals for
d.esigtting and establishing a nlore
systematic a n d comprehen siue set of
en uironnen tal statistics an d iltdicators ;
Assess the merits and possible proced,ures

for the adoptiort, of FDES approaches as
a basis for organising etwironmental
data and as an interirn system pending
the possible establish-merut of NRA in the
Ionger tern;

For indiuid,ual PICs, iderfiify key
ettuirotunental / rtatural resource areas
that rr,eed to be addressed as a matter of
priority in terms of integrated,
development plannirtg and possibly the
application of NRA in. the future;
Strengthen national capacities to prepare
standard national hrcome accounting on
a regular basis, the acquisition of such
skills being an essentia,l prerequisite to
NRAaccourr,tittg should it become a
feasible and practicable option

Und,ertahe a detailed stud,y of ltow NRA
could be applied (and rnod,ified) in the
context of snall PICs, and identify
possible benefits and costs lihely to flow
from such a system;

Undertake anr in-d,epth analysis of the
relevance for PICs of enuironmental
econornics as it has deueloped to date,
taking irtto acbount the special features of
the econornies of these countri,e,s, notably
the large role played, by subsistence
pr o ductio n, co m munal - b ased
organisations, end the preualence of
traditional and, cultural institutions ond
practices;

leading regional agency in this field, SPREP
can be expected to play a key role in providing
advice, 6e[ilisi11g funding and technical
assistance, and in coordinating the overall
effort. For the further development of national
income and statistical indicators, the SPC -

through its statistical unit - can be expected.to
take the major responsibility.

SPREP and SPC should be heavily involved in
training activities, both in-country and
regionally, supported by intereeted inter-
national agencies euch ae UNEP and UNDP.
The regional facilities of ADB and EPOC /
ESCAP can also play an active role in these
areas.

Giue strong support for well directed,
training initiatiues, both at the country
and, regional leuels - aimed at promoting
indigenous skills in enuironrnental
statistics and occounting, cost - benefit
arwlysis of natural resource projects, and
en uironmental econn mics in gen eral ;
Und,ertake a dntailed study of th.e
dyrwmics of th,e subsistence sector as
currently operating om,ong PICs, with
particular reference to the questi.on of
resource tnanagetnent and its
significance in the ouera,ll economic
process; and,

Carry out further analysis of selected
ecotwmic and enuironmental issu,es that
bear upon sustairwble resource usage,
inelading the inuestigatinn of
enuironmental erternalities and the use
of enuironmental'offset' polici.es.

In tackling the above major issues, as the
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7. Goncluding Comments

NRA was developed because
deficiencies of existing systems

existing
national

accounts in allowing for the costa of
environmental deterioration and for the
depletion of nattrral reeource. These
defrciencies of SNAs are not surprising because
these accounte were originally devised ag
means of measuring aggregate market demand,
an inportant determinant of the level of
aggregate employment of labour in the ehort
and medium term in market economies. Later
these accounts came to be used by many as
indicators of economic growth and to give crude
measures of weUare.

In the 1970s, but commencing in the late 1960s,
increasing dissatisfaction came to be
experienced about this practice. Some
economists argued that the costs of economic
growth were not being fully accounted for, e.g.,
Mishan (1967) and the question of the
sustainability of economic growth and
development was increaeingly raised. Thus the
seeds for the development of accounting for
natural resource use and environmental change
were already present (Cf. fisdell, 1991, eec.
r.4).

Various methods of dealing with the problem
have been suggested - adjustments to national
income aggregates to allow for changee in
environmental and natural resource conditione,
physical indicators of variations in the etatus of
the environment and natural resources, and
integrated environmental (national resource)
and economic accounting.

However, there are still a number of
conceptional problems to be resolved and'limitatione of aggregate monetary accounte
allowing for changes in environmental
conditions and attractions in the levels of
natural resource etocks. Some of theee
problems arise because the aim is to use
accounts of flows to capture changes in stocks.
It is doubtful if this can ever be a complete
succees. Nevertheless, sustainability and
environmental issues are important and they
need to be taken in to account bv SIDS.

It has been argued in thie report that the
application of a fully-fledged (and unmodified)
system of NRA is somewhat premature. It is
suggeeted that the most promieing path for
SIDS to follow is to concentrate on the FDES
approach, collecting basic statistics and
indicatoie for those information categories and
eectors of most importance to their own
economies. In may cases, SIDS have
considerable gaps in basic information on
natural regources and the environment.

Without the basic data from FDES more
eophisticat€d natural resource accounts will not
have a firm foundation. One would expect in
most SIDS that the subsistence (village) sectors
and marine sector would be given priority for
coverage. Some systematic method, however, of
selecting sectors for coverage would be useful.
Research into this matter is recommended.

The data ehould be disaggregated to a level
where it can result in practical decisions. In
many SIDS this will require, it to be
disaggregated to the village or local community
level. Accounting must be related to the
possibilities for decision-making anil be
etructured to the social patterns of decision-
making in SIDS.

Environmental economics hae undergone
eubstantial development in the last two decades
and has considerable potential for application
in SIDS even though it requires modifi.cations
and further development for worthwhile
application. For example, account needs to be
taken of communal structures, restrictions on
private property rights and the nature of
communal property. However, it is still the
caae that SIDS have to grapple with
environmental externalities, property-rights
issues and failures of the socio-economic system
to ensure economic sustainability. Careful
study of environmental economics and its
sympathetic adaptation can do much to address
these issues in SIDS.

Both NRA and environmental economics do
have applicabiliff and can be used in small
ieland developing states. However, there are
limits to their applicability and usefulness ag
pointed out above. Research into their lirnits
should be encouraged and a body of
environmental economic analysis based on the
institutions and cultural settings of SIDS needs
to be developed.

of
of
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It is recommended that foreign aid donore
provide funds for the eyetematic development of
this latter body of knowledge because it will be
of considerable benefit to SIDS in achieving
sustainable development and improving the
quality of life of islanders.

To conclude - donors, both regional and inter-
national, can play a crucial role in building up
the capacity of SIDS to develop euitable eets of
environmental and natural reeouroe indicators,
and to eetablieh FDES. They can also be
instrumental in strengthening national income
capabilities of SIDS which, in the long term,
and especially for the larger countriee, can
facilitate the adoption of NRA or variants
thereof.

Key areas of possible assistance innh.d.e:

1. a reuicw of eristing environmental d,sto
situatinn of SIDS and,lww to orgonise su,ch

data more syetematically; and,

2. approprintc training progroms in th.e

fteld,s of natural resource and environmental
slotufrcs, FDES concepts and techniqrrcs,
rwtiorwl income rccounting procedures, antd,

envir on mental e catw mic s.

Because of their generally gteater fami[arity
with local conditions, regional organisatione
(euch as SPC and SPREP for South Pacific
SIDS) can play a particularly active role, for
exanple, in providing technical aesistance aud
in mobilising resour€s, iasluding those from
intereeted international ageucies.
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Glossary

Aggregate employment

Total nunber of persons in the labour force
in actual employment, usually applies to
those employed in the formal non-
subeistence sector.

Externalities (or spillovers)

Arise whenever the activitiee or enjoyment
of any set of economic agent, or identities,
are affected (favourably or adversely) by the
activity of others, and the effect escapes
being priced.

Framework for the Developmeut of
Environmental Statistics (FDES)

A franework developed by the UN
Statietical Office to assist in the
development, coordination and organisation
of environ m ental statistics.

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

Total market value of goods and services a
country produces in a given period (usually a
year); Net Domestic Product (NDP) equals
GDP lees an allowance for the depreciation
of man-made capital.

Inflationary Gap

The amount by which actual private and
government spending (GDP) exceede the
theoretical amount of spending adequate to
absorb all the available goode and services
without appreciably raising the price level.

Input-Output Coeflicient

The ratio between the value of what an
economic seetor (or firm) purchases from and
selle to other sectore (firms) in the process of
production; derived from statistics of inter-
industry tables of traneactions (input-output
tables).

Macroeconornics

The economy viewed as a whole or ite basic
subdivisions or aggregates, for example,
government, houeeholde and business
sectore, that make up the economy,

Microeconomics

Concerned with epecific economic units - for
gxsmple, an individual industry, a firm or a
household - and coneiders the behaviour of
these individuals units.

National Besource Accounting (NRA)

A system of accounting that complements
standard national income accounting
eystems and designed to incorporate more
fully environnental aspects of development,
particularly resource depletion and
environmental de gradation.

Neoclassical economics

A school of thought assumes that consumers
and producers are "rational", i.e. that
consumerg want maximum benefits from a
product, and that producers want maximum
profit. It highlights the importance of factor
substitution and the allocative efficiencv of
free markets. forces.

Satellite Accounts

Environmental accounting statement
separate from, but consistent with, the SNA
and providing supplementary data to SNA.

Social Cost-Benefrt Analysis

A procedure for attempting to measure the
benefit and costs of projects or activities,
taking into account externality effecte

Sustainable Development

Describes a pattern of development that
attempte to integrate economic growth with
environmental protection and resource
conservation (particularly non-renewable
resources) for the benefit of present and
future generations.

System of I nte grated Environmental-
Economic Accounting (SEED)

SNA accounting system modified to take into
account environmental aspects.

System of National Accounts (SNA)

Standard system of national accounting as
developed by the UN Statistical Office.
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